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DEAR READER,
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This is the Banyan Tree speaking! 

Hey! The Wadi News and Views is out and I have taken its place! 

There has been this insatiable desire to talk to you. To let you know that 
when you pass by me or sit under me on the steps, I see you, hear you 
and wish to talk to you. I see grade 4 students more than grade IG1 or 
IG2. Once in a while, AS and A level students come near me and engage 
in GP or a History class. Every day I get charged by the wafts of tea and 
coffee that emanate from Feroz bhai’s Kitli. The other day, I loved 
listening to Grade 4 Trinity mock exam presentations! Grade 4, I love you 
a lot. If Paper Christmas was an event of fun, art and food, the recent 
Investiture Ceremony was a solemn affair. When the prefectorial council 
was taking the oath, my head stood up with pride! (Thank god, nobody 
noticed!) Such are the pleasures of being here in Wadi. Students, come 
and spend more time with me.  

Now to this issue. This issue seems to be a novel one for it has been 
quite an organic evolution. Our Editor friends of Grades 6 & 7 have done 
their best and chosen interesting articles. Designer fellows and 
‘fellis’ (Pardon my English!) have worked on the layout. While I was 
leafing through them, I found a strange similarity. Most articles are 
about ‘twins’ or ‘siblings’ in some way! I am sure this was not planned! 
Read them to find out more. Lots of colour and varied designs in the art 
section prove the cherished space our Art department occupies in our 
hearts. Kudos to all contributors and the new Student editorial board.  

Bye for now!  

PS: When you pass by, tell me your story and secrets! I would love to 
listen.
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WHY WE SHOULD SAVE THE TIGER
Divaa Porwal, Grade 4B
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“I created this 
poster on why 
we should save 
the tigers to 
bring awareness 
in people to 
conserve 
wildlife. We 
should conserve 
tigers as they 
are India’s 
national 
treasures. Tigers 
help maintain 
the natural cycle 
of animals and 
nature. Save 
tigers! Save 
Nature!” 

 -Divaa Porwal

Global Jigyasa Poster on Why Should 
We Save the Tiger

Global Jigyasa Poster on 
‘Save The Wildlife’
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WHY WE SHOULD SAVE THE TIGER
Devam Zalawadia , Grade 4C
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“The main idea of my poster is to 
spread awareness about saving 
tigers. Tigers are our pride, but 
the rate at which the tigers are 
decreasing reveals the sad fact 
that they can go extinct really 
fast. They should not be dying at 
this rate. In my poster, I have 
included a few points so that the 
people can know the benefits of 
having tigers in our country and 
in the world.” 

- Devam Zalawadia

Global Jigyasa Poster on  
‘Why Should We Save the Tiger ?’
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THE SISTERS
Bhakti Haria, Grade 5B
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Karan replied to the letter. He 
wrote,  

“Dear Shubham, 

I am fine. I would be elated to 
send my girls to your party, but I 

have a favour to ask from you. As 
you know, both my daughters 

are old enough to get married, 
so I request you to take their test 
to make sure that one of them is 

eligible to marry your son - Raj. 

Yours sincerely, 
Karan” 

Five days later, the girls went to

Once upon a time, there were 
two brothers : Karan, who was 
the elder one, and Krish, who 
was the younger one. Both of 
them got married to beautiful 
girls and had daughters. Karan 
had a daughter named Nandini 
and Krish had a gorgeous 
daughter named Ananya. Both 
the sisters had wonderful 
childhood, but one day, Krish 
and his wife passed away in a 
car accident. From that day on, 
Karan took care of both Ananya 
and Nandini. The girls grew up 
laughing and playing. One fine 
day, Karan received a letter 
saying,  

“Dear Karan, 

 How are you?  
My son is going to turn 25 years 
old after 5 days. I request you 
to send both your daughters to 
my place for a lunch party on 
this occasion.  

Your dear friend, 
 Shubham”
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the lunch party. Before entering the house, they found a big puddle 
filled with mud. There was no way they could cross the puddle except 
go through it. 

After crossing it, their legs became dirty, so Ananya called some 
servants. The servants came with water in glasses. Nandini used just 
one glass of water to wash off the mud, but Ananya used two trays of 
glasses to do the same. Once they had entered the house, Nandini 
and Ananya saw a lighted candle. Nandini went and blew it while 
Ananya ignored it. Then, they sat down to eat. Nandini took less food, 
but she ate whatever she took, whereas Ananya served herself a lot of 
food and did not complete it. After lunch, the girls were sent home 
with gifts and a letter saying,   

“Dear Karan,  

Thank you for sending your daughters to my house. Well, Raj and I 
liked your daughter Nandini due to her humility and intelligence. 
Please come to my house to decide the wedding date. 

Your friend, 
Shubham”  

Soon, Nandini and Raj got married, and they lived happily ever after, 
whereas Ananya did not get married. 
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SOMETHING SWEET 
Vinisha Kakkad, Grade 5D

Yes, I live here. 
This is my home,  
Where even the flowers are made  
Of sweet strawberry foam. 
My house has chocolate paint  
And the walls are made of caramel cake.  
You can splash around in chocolate pools  
That change your thoughts about lakes.  
My garden is covered in chewy grass  
And the soil is chocolate cream.  
All of these will call your name, but...  
Oh boy, oh boy! It was just a dream!
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M87
Dhyey Kumavat, Grade 5D
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Messier 87, or M87, is a 
supergiant galaxy in the 
constellation Virgo. One of the 
most massive galaxies in the 
observable universe, it has a 
large population of globular 
clusters—about 12,000. 

M87 is about 53.49 million light 
years away from the Earth. 

Did you know that it spans a 
diameter of 120,000 light years 
which is about the same as the 
Milky Way? It was found on April 
22, 2019. 

It is the first sighted black hole..

A hypothetical image of when M87 
will explode, about a billion light 

years later

The latest picture of M87
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Let’s celebrate the Festival of Light! 
It will be an unparalleled sight. 
While the crackers dominate the skies, 
On the ground, amazement lies! 

Let’s celebrate the Festival of Light 
Where decorations are very bright. 
From floating candles to hanging toys, 
The decorations embellish people’s joys! 

Let’s celebrate the Festival of Light 
Where rangolis excite people; 
Where people’s choices are blazing, 
And creations are fascinating! 

Let’s celebrate the Festival of Light 
Where sweets are had with delight. 
The sweets have a different variation 
Which are only made for this occasion! 

Let’s celebrate the Festival of Light! 
This is where everybody will reunite 
To rejoice the Gujarati new year, 
And diminish all fear! 

Let’s celebrate the Festival of Light!
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FESTIVAL OF LIGHT
Pranshu Parsana, Grade 6B
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THE AURORA LIGHTS
Tej Trivedi, Grade 6C
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Once upon a time, before thousands years, there 
lived a couple in heaven that was eager to have 
children. They prayed for children all day long. 
One day, their dream came true. God blessed 
them with twin sons. The twins’ journey from 
toddlers to twins happened in what seemed like 
a blink. Both the brothers were very close to each 
other. 

Both the brothers were enjoying their life. They 
did everything together. One brother was named 
Dan, while the other was named Van. They grew 
up to the age of 20. They were finally old enough 
to marry a girl and take up responsibilities. One 
day, Dan had to go to meet the Greek god of 
lightning, Zeus, for some work! While in Zeus’s 
palace, he saw a very, very beautiful girl named 
Zelda, the daughter of Zeus. Dan saw her and fell 
in love instantly. He thought for a moment, “Let 
me ask Lord Zeus for Zelda’s hand.” 

He said to Lord Zeus, “I fell in love with Zelda the 
first time I saw her. I promise to keep her happy 
forever. Please bless our marriage.”  

Zeus was furious and demanded, rage boiling 
within him, “What are you saying Dan?” 

Zelda, Zeus’s daughter, on the other hand, was
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smitten with Dan’s proposal. 

Zelda requested, “Please, Dad, let me marry 
him. I love him too!”  

Zeus calmed down and said, “Anything for my 
daughter.” 

“Thank you dad,” said Zelda and gave him a kiss. 

Next day, Van met Zelda in a forest. He was 
taken aback by her grace and beauty. He went 
before her and offered to marry her. Zelda 
thought that he was Dan and said, “I have met 
you in my dreams last night and I have agreed 
for the marriage.” 

Van was the happiest man alive. He wanted to 
share this news with his brother- Dan. Similarly, 
Dan had news for Van. Both the brothers met 
and talked. 

Van said, “Brother! I have met the love of my life, 
and you would be surprised to meet her. She is 
so beautiful!” 

Dan said, “Van! I too have met the girl of my 
dreams, and she loves me too! I am eager for 
you to meet her.”

Tej Trivedi, Grade 6C
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They both were happy for each other and 
were eager to meet the other’s fiancée. The 
wedding day arrived. When Zelda arrived, 
both brothers Dan and Van spoke together, 
“Meet the love of my life!” Both the brothers 
were shocked to find out that they loved the 
same girl! Hearing this, the brothers got into a 
big fight. Meanwhile, Zelda was shocked to 
find out that Van and Dan were identical 
twins! 

Due to the fight, Zeus got enraged, cursed 
both the brothers, and sent them to different 
sides of the Earth. Van was thrown to the 
North, and Dan was thrown towards the 
South. 

It is said that, even now, whenever both the 
brothers’ breaths meet in the sky, they colour 
of the sky and the northern and southern 
lights are formed.
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THE TWIN TROUBLE
Sachi Bosamia, Grade 6D
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“Come on, twins! Wake up,” said Susan and 
Mary’s mother. “You’ll be late for school! Get 
up, or I’ll bring the cuckoo clock!” “We’re up! 
Don’t bring it,” both the girls shouted, and ran 
to the bathroom to get ready. “Hey Susan, the 
good thing about being twins is that we can 
prank anyone we want! Except of course — 
our parents and our best friends.”, said Mary 
cheerfully.  

“Yeah”, said Susan. “Good for you! I don’t even 
have friends, just you and some people I 
meet,” she thought and sighed. When both of 
them were ready, they went downstairs to the 
kitchen to have their breakfast. “Oh mom 
don’t forget, after school you have to take me 
shopping, as I have to go to a party 
tomorrow!” Mary said. “Yay!” she exclaimed. 
Susan thought to herself, “I really want to go, 
but no one is my friend!” 

The day passed out smoothly, and Mary hung 
out with her friends whereas Susan attended 
classes and sat silently. Mary went shopping 
with her mother. When they returned Mary 
wore the dress and showed it to Susan. 
Susan stood motionless, but she was jealous. 
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THE TWIN TROUBLE
Sachi Bosamia, Grade 6D
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The next day passed the same way. Susan 
was plotting a plan to go to Mary’s party. At 
last she came up with a plan! She would lock 
Mary in the closet. Then she would simply 
wear her dress and go to the party, and, to be 
safe, she would lock the bedroom door, too. 
After reaching home, she followed her plan 
and she almost succeeded. The only 
drawback: in a rush she forgot to lock the 
door.  

Their mother came in with a pile of clothes to 
keep in the closet. As soon as the closet door 
opened, Mary jumped out, crying! She told 
her mom everything. “Susan, you’re so dead!” 
exclaimed her mother.  

When Susan came back, she knew that she 
was going to get in trouble because of the 
noises that she heard from upstairs. Scared, 
she went upstairs and apologised to her 
mother and sister, saying, “I am so sorry, I was 
just so jealous that she has so many friends 
and I am just the dorky sister!” She burst into 
tears. Her mother tried to comfort her. 

They decided that, from then on, Mary would 
help Susan make friends, and that Susan 
would never ever repeat her mistake. 
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‘DAVID’ USING SCRIBBLING
Kausha Pandit, Intern
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David is a masterpiece created in marble by 
the Italian artist Michelangelo.  

I tried to maintain and resemble the beauty of 
the sculpture by showing the tones, shadows 
and depth through scribbles as well as to 
reproduce the fierce and courageous look in 
his eyes.  

A lot of patience was required while making 
the portrait. The most challenging part was 
the hair. The hair itself required one full day of 
scribbling. 

A symbol of strength and youthful beauty, 
Dav id , created between 1501-04 , i s 
considered one of the most recognised 
works of Renaissance sculpture. Very finely 
carved curves of his face are what inspired 
me to draw him.  

The face is especially sculpted magnificently 
keeping in mind the Golden Ratio. ‘Phi’ or the 
Golden Ratio is a mathematical ratio that 
seems to appear recurrently in beautiful 
things in nature as well as in other things that 
are seen as ‘beautiful’. ‘Phi’ is estimated to be 
1.618.



I drew this image to show the 
feeling of 2 birds who are 

looking at each other on a 
midnight when there is no 
sound at all. This picture 

symbolises peace at night. 
- Diya Pandit, G6C
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Image 02

This is a sketch of a perfectly 
round tree with pretty colours 

that I saw on my way home from 
school. 

- Yuvika Dotwani, G5B

I made a cute turtle because 
turtles, in my opinion, are really 

wise, and people do not respect 
them enough. 

- Madhura Kikla, G5D

This photo was taken while 
sitting in a train and coming 
downhill. This view is from 
Penang state in Malaysia. 
- Racheet Rajyaguru, G5D
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The name of this artwork is Indira, it illustrates the idea that the world only exists in 
our senses and that time and space are mainly mental things. The idea came to me 

while I was reading the Varaha Purana. 
- Rafael Artero
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Masks made of plasticine 
G1F

Masks made of plasticine 
G2G

Image 03

Live sketches of objects 
G4

Kirigami designs 
G4

Oddment printing 
G4

Still Life Compositions 
G5



Stencil Printing 
G5
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Still Life Compositions 
G5

Still Life Compositions 
G5

Stencil Printing 
G5

Multiple Sized Templates 
G6

Vegetable Printing 
G6
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